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CONNECT WITH ME!

SHINELIGHTYOURYOUR

Schedule a
Meeting



PASSION TO
LEAD & SERVE

KEZIAH'S
LIGHTLIGHT

"Daring LEADERSHIP is
ultimately about serving other
people, not ourselves. That is
why we choose COURAGE."

- Brené Brown 

Phi Theta Kappa embraces diversity, unity, and proves that everyone
has something special to bring to the table. PTK is a vibrant
community. Each and every individual has their own gift, story, and
light. This group has helped me SHINE MY LIGHT and give clarity
towards my purpose in this world. I believe that PTK can help uplift the
next generation towards a brighter future.

SHINE YOUR LIGHT
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PTK IO PRESIDENT

I was born and raised on the island of O'ahu in
Hawai'i. I am a proud Marauder of Waipahu High
School, class of 2023. I am also enrolled in their
early college program and on track to achieve my
Associates in Arts. My goal is to attend a
prestigious university and obtain a Bachelor's in
Business Management. 

My dream is to build a business empire that can
grow internationally. I want to launch a company
that serves its mission globally and supports the
local community. Although I am still working on
the specifics of my business plan, my objective will
always remain with a Christ-centered purpose.

Phi Theta Kappa has inspired me to go beyond
expectations and to strive for my goals. The
organization has provided me with resources to
build up my strengths and conquer my
weaknesses. This year, I was blessed with the
privilege to serve as a Pacific Region President in
PTK. 

As International President, I wish to inspire
members and young Keiki (youth) to find their
light through Phi Theta Kappa and achieve
their greatness. 



"The flower that blooms in
adversity is the most rare
and beautiful of all." 

- The Emperor, Mulan 

I am a student athlete in

WHS Wrestling team 

I love to spend time

with my Mama

KEZIAH'S

MY HEART IN
FELLOWSHIP

ACHIEVING
SCHOLARS

FUN FACTS

In the Pacific region, we are
challenged with our

chapters' great distances
and vast time zones.
However, I am a firm
believer in building

relationships. 
My mission is to continue
making connections and

activities for our chapters to
bond and have Ohana

(family) values. 
I am passionate to motivate,

inspire, and encourage
everyone to 

SHINE THEIR LIGHT. 
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I enjoy hiking and

traveling with family and

friends 


